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V8.13 Release Notes
Item #
UIMOD-2647

Admin Folder: The Admin Folder’s Setting>Applications AND System areas no longer
contain the 'General' subfolder, creating a significant click reduction for Admin users.

YPLM-8628

Admin Folder: Updated the Admin > Type Management > Style > Style No Lock field so it
retains the 'lock style no' logic without requiring an additional SAVE.

YPLM-7808

Change Log: A change log has been added to the Style and Sample attachment workflow
areas.

YPLM-7934

Change Log: The Image Folder’s change log has been updated to capture any changes
made within the Style and Color - Edit Image areas.

YPLM-8256

Color Folder: Updated the sort order related to the Color Folder New Palette Type to be
consistent with the Type Management Color area.

YPLM-3268

Color Folder: Updated the Color Palette sorting options to include color name and color
code.

UIMOD-2387

Control Panel: The Control Panel POM Library user interface look has been updated to
match other areas across YuniquePLM.

YPLM-8343

General Application: The system-generated email’s visual appeal and format have been
updated.

YPLM-7581

Image Folder: The Image Folder-Catalog area now includes a search filter where users can
search records per page for images within their selected image catalog.

YPLM-7582

Image Folder: The Image Folder- Catalog area now offers the ability to save a search using
the new search area.

YPLM-8257

Image Folder: Updated the sort order related to the Image Catalog > Edit > Edit Image >
Image Type area to be consistent with the Type Management Image area.

YPLM-8297

Image Folder: The Image Catalog now opens in a new tab instead of refreshing within the
existing image catalog page, allowing users to have multiple image catalog tabs open at
once.

AIPLUG-1231
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New Features

Line List: Added ‘Dropped’ details to the Line List app’s export functionality.
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AIPLUG-1256

Line List: Added a 'Stop Export' function within the flyout menu of the Line List app.

AIPLUG-1280

Line List: The Line List app allows users to send artboards back into YuniquePLM via the
“Export to PLM” button as an attachment in the Line List.

UIMOD-6713

Line List: Updated the Measurement Palette edit area to simplify selecting a template.

YPLM-8389

Line List: The Line List’s Flash Edit area now includes the Style Headers Active Yes/No field.

YPLM-8453

Line List: The Line List’s Palette Edit area no longer auto scrolls the window to the top when
a user adds an item and hits save, instead the window remains where the user pressed
save.

YPLM-8520

Line List: The Line List folder now includes Style Colorways in the list view which is also
available in the excel export.

UIMOD-4178

YPLM-8327
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Material Folder: The UI within the Material Attachment - Adding attachments window has
been updated.
Reporting: The Style’s Bill of Material report, Bill of Material list, has been reformatted to
match other OOTB report formats.

YPLM-8646

Sample Request: Updated the Tech pack page printouts sort order for Measurement
workflow with multiple subpages to print in the same order of subpages as displayed on
screen.

YPLM-8571

Sample Request: Updated the Tech Pack page printouts sort order for construction details
workflow with multiple subpages to print in the same order of subpages as displayed on
screen.

YPLM-8282

Sample Request: Users can now link an AccuMark Model to a Style Sample Request. An
AccuMark Model link can be found in the Fit Submit panel.

YPLM-8529

Style BOM: The Bill of Material list report configuration has been updated to include a
placement field for Material Type: A&E Thread.

YPLM-5422

Style Folder: The Style Folder now contains a description in the top left corner with the
style # when the following setting is enabled, “showstyledescription”.

YPLM-8226

Style Folder: A new warning message has been added to alert the user when a new season
is added to a style via 'intro season' year field changes.
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YPLM-7916

Style Header: The Style header is now also configurable based on the Calendar Status
providing a great way for users to manage different style attributes based on the various
product stages.

YPLM-8296

Style Tech Pack: The Style Tech Pack area now includes a new status icon which is similar to
the existing style workflow pages.

YPLM-8385

Sourcing: The Sourcing Name is now included in the Quote and Commitment results grid
panels within the Universal Search.

YPLM-8016

srmOn: The Style’s Material page now includes a visible status panel when shared with the
srmOn user.

YPLM-8569

srmOn: Updated srmOn so that the partner user can work with the Text-Image page (in
conjuction with enablesrmonpageaddandedit setting) without error.

YPLM-8363

Universal Search: Universal Search restrictions and tooltips are now in sync between the
main and search results page.
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Defect List

YPLM-8576

Control Panel: Corrected an issue when adding a new feature to Construction Details.

YPLM-8486

Material Folder: Corrected an issue within the Material Edit area, where the subtype field
did not update when changing the material type value.

YPLM-8143

Partner Folder: Corrected an issue when creating a Partner whereby EAV multi-select /
dropdown fields were causing an error.

YPLM-8142

Sample Request: Corrected an issue within the Sample Request comments area, where the
font and color format was not applied correctly.

YPLM-8454

Style BOM: Corrected an issue where a material with no UOM value was not tracked in the
change log.

YPLM-8608

Style Folder Tech Pack: Corrected an issue within the Style Tech Pack where it appeared as
if all vendors and agents received the Tech Pack.

YPLM-8149

Translation: Corrected an issue where Internal and Shared Comment string translations
were not showing correctly.
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